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Jo Blogs

Jo Clare
CEO

Against the tide –
valuing people 25 years on

Three Cs is 25 this year. When we started out back in 1993, our Cs
stood for Committed to Care in the Community. This was because
the NHS and Community Care Act 1990 was hot off the press.
Getting people out of long stay hospitals and into the community
was the priority. In late 2008, just as Valuing People Now was being
drafted and the global crash was starting to hit, we changed the
Cs to Control and Choice in the Community in line with Valuing
People, the learning disability strategy fit for the 21st century.
With ambitions to match our
new Cs, we started really
valuing all of our people –
including people with
learning disabilities, autism
and mental health
challenges – across the
whole range of life
opportunities and inclusion.
We\ changed the charity’s
constitution so that people
we support could come out
of the shade of a Shadow
Board and into the light of
full and equal participation
as Trustees. We started an
employment pool so that
people we support could
experience paid work, and
Speak Easy so that families
could improve us. At the
behest of Paradigm, we
became a seed partner and
the first organisation
nationally to launch iPlanit
which, to this day, puts the
action into person-centred
planning and helps us keep
our promises. We added a
Job Coach, social activities,
and authentic user
involvement opportunities.

With a change of
government in 2010, the
tide turned against Valuing
People and the policy was
abandoned. The global
crash morphed into
austerity, and an ideological
shift resulted in the biggest
challenge to the rights
and resources of disabled
people since the 1980s.
In 2011, the Winterbourne
View scandal alerted us
to 3000 people detained
in long stay institutions
and Transforming Care
was born. Cuts to local
government grants
(predicted to be 60%
by 2020) started to put
councils, social care and
VCS organisations under
severe pressure. Many
people with learning
disabilities and mental
health problems stopped
being eligible for funded
support and lost preventive
services. In an environment
of burgeoning food banks
and punitive welfare benefits
policies, scapegoating in the

press did a profound
disservice to disabled
people. The resulting spikes
in hate crime were repeated
again after the Brexit vote in
2016, amongst the targets
this time people we support
and staff from black and
minority ethnic communities
Since the tide changed from
Valuing People to devaluing
people, we have stuck to
our promise to value people.
We have won 24 contracts
for service under
competitive tendering,
maintained the London
Living Wage whether funded
for it or not, replaced day
services with a Well
Connected programme and
continued to innovate,
including the app Max Out,
and Project 17. We have
been founder members and/
or sponsors of organisations
on the right side of valuing
people, like Learning
Disability England, the Gr8
Support Movement and
Community Living. Those

we support have achieved
7,544 positive outcomes that
are important to them,
including 45 people into paid
jobs in open employment,
90 people paid work on our
Employment Pool, and 12
couples to find love, live
together and/or marry. We
have deployed 190 volunteers
,
to increase people’s inclusion
and activities. We have
increased the number of
people we support who have
voted in general elections
from 15 to 61.
We held our 25th Anniversary
and Celebrating Success
2018 bash at the National
Maritime Museum because
inclusion means that beautiful
public spaces belong to all of
us. The people we support
and the staff who support
them are worth it. Their
awards, for independence
and Community and Speaking
Out, for Volunteering and
Gr8 support are as important
as any awards. Our partners,
funders, friends and family
are also worth it. You can tell
by the way we scrubbed up,
from our stretch limousines,
our glitz and glamour, the
relentless paparazzi (thank ,
you Seán and Adrienne) that
we quite simply belonged
at such a valuable and valuing
venue.
Any progress that we and
other organisations like us,
and the commissioners who
fund us, and the professionals
who support us have made
alongside disabled people
and their families over the last
decade, has been made in the
most challenging of
circumstances. Twenty-five
years on, against the tide, we
are hell-bent on valuing
people and making equal
citizenship a reality for those
we support.
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Relationships

Support My Loving
One of the characteristics of Gr8 Support, as decided by
people with learning disabilities, is ‘supportive of my loving’.
We are really proud at Three Cs that we have 12 couples
who have been supported to get together, live together, get
engaged or get married. Staff are supporting many others
to explore relationships and find love, including those
who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender.
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Love is engaging

It was down to the creativity and
determination of support worker
Aishat, who planned a blind date
for Albert, that his dream to find a
girlfriend was realised. While he was
on holiday in Las Vegas, he bought
an engagement ring. When he
popped the question, Mary said yes.
The engaged couple are very happy!

When the See My Ability campaign
raise enough funds to run their
postcard campaign, this is what See
My Ability champion Ashan plans to
put on his postcard

Ashan

Albert

Love is heart shaped

Kevin and Sandre celebrated
their fifth wedding anniversary at
our Celebrating Success event
at the National Maritime Museum
in June 2018. Back in 2013,the
happy couple appeared in our 20th
Anniversary edition of News at Three
as newlyweds. This time they were
thrilled to receive a heart-shaped
cake from Sally Warren of Paradigm
to celebrate five years of living
together as a married couple.

Ashan

My name is Ashan. I met Monika
a long time ago. When she sees
me sometimes she goes soppy!
When I first met Monika I was shy.
[In the future] we might go to Ilford
somewhere… or we might get
married. She’s lovely. She’s pretty,
She’s everything.

In the UK only 3% of people with learning disabilities live as
part of a couple – at Supported Loving we want to change this.
What is Supported
Loving?
We are a network
of people with
and without learning
disabilities who
are passionate about
making sure love,
sex and relationships
are a reality for everyone

See My Ability to love

••
•

How do are we trying to do this?

1

Regular network meetings to
share good practice and ideas

2

A podcast to share what we
are learning – great if you can’t
come to the meetings

3

Sharing any news, research or best
practice about love, relationships
and sex via our social media

•
•
4

A supportive network with many
different people who can help
people and organisations if they are
having problems

5

A regular blog

How can I get involved? IT’S FREE!
Follow us: Facebook: SupportedLoving1 Twitter: @SupportedLoving
Sign up to our Network by emailing Claire Bates at Claire.bates@choicesupport.org.uk
Come to the next Supported Loving Network Meeting

Ben

Reach film
Everyone deserves Love!

---

Ben and Sabine demonstrate how
to support Zac to go to LGBTQ
Pride with someone of his choice.
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Fundraising
for Social
Inclusion
We raise money to pay
for unfunded activities which
support people’s dreams
and ambitions, including
paid jobs, volunteering,
campaigning and selfadvocacy. If you wish to
support Three Cs, please
go to our website at
www.threecs.co.uk and
find our donate page.

Our Trustee, Jeev, ran
the Edinburgh marathon
for Three Cs

Alternatively, sign up for
Give as you Live
and add social
value to your shopping...
Thank you to all those who
have fundraised for us
Francine Bates, Alice
Warley, Luke Power,
Brian Woodley, Sonia
Lyng, Mike Davey, Imelda
Redmond, Debbie Latter,
Kemi Rodriguez, Jeev
Sahoo, Karen Melck, Sarah
Warsop, Jim Barry, Sarah
Harvey, Debbie Allardice,
Abbie McNeill, Tom
Young, Bernd Diegelmann,
Anna Snowling, Angela
Woodley, Carole Bates,
Richard Wigley, Margaret
Spiers, Sharon Latter, Edith
Scott, Ola Jinadu, Cheryl
Lyte, Judith Fernandez,
Jason Okotie, Eddie
Smith, Jo Clare, Satch
Chauhan, Brian Legister,
Richard Woodward, Steve
Hampson, Freda Hurst,
Kathleen Hassan, Mario,
Carole Finnerty

Jobs R Us
Only about 6% and 7% of people with learning disabilities and
mental health challenges respectively are in paid employment,
Yet most people (65% of people with learning disabilities
according to Mencap) want to work. That is why Three Cs
employs a Job Coach and adopts the Supported Employment
model to help people get and keep paid work. In addition to
our Employment Pool, 45 people have been supported into
some form of open employment in the last five years.
Becky, Lorna, Lisa and Tony wrote to Philip Hammond,
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and told him how important paid
work is to them and how productive they are.

Becky

My paid job in the
pub is to clean
up the glasses
and take care
of our working
area. I love my job
and it makes me
independent and
it gives me a lot of
pleasure to work
with other people.
I am an important
part of the team.
When I find
something difficult
I make sure I found
out how to do
it well. I love
my job and that’s
why I try so hard.

Lorna

I work as an
Administrator part
time for three days
a week. I am very
dedicated to my
work and I have
never been absent
or called in sick.
This is because I
take my job very
seriously like most
people. I think
without this job my
life wouldn’t be the
same and I have
worked hard to get
a job just the same
as anyone else.

Lisa

I have a paid job as
a Paper Shredder.
It is important to
me as otherwise I
would be isolated
indoors – there
should be more
jobs like this! I am
a good worker. I
turn up on time, I
tidy up after myself
and I make sure
the shredder has
a bag in it for the
next person. I
get to meet other
people in the office.
I concentrate and
work hard even
when people are
talking to me.

Tony

I am a Floor Assistant
and I make sure that
the pub is clean such ,
as maintenance of
the tables and I also
talk to the customers
to see how they
are and make sure
they are happy. I am
friendly and talkative
and the customers
and staff really like
me. My work is very
important to me and
I get to meet new
people. I always get
to work early, I am
a hard-worker and I
am always busy and
looking for work to
do. I am an important
part of the team.

Jobs

E-poolers
add value
Since 2009, more
than 90 people
we support have
had paid work
through Three Cs
Employment Pool.
Instead of paying temps,
contractors and agencies
when we need extra staff or
cover, sessional paid jobs in
administration and reception
are given to people we
support.
Keeping our MaxOut app
up-to-date, producing
What’s On guides, training
and recruiting staff are
paid jobs as is confidential
shredding, archiving and
facilities support.
Some people have used the
opportunity as a step up
to open paid employment,
others to earn much
needed extra money or just
because they love it. Our
E-poolers are a vital part of
the Three Cs team.
Three Cs
features as
Case Study
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Childers Street

A vision of inclusion

We moved our office to Deptford in April 2018 because
our lease was up and a new office in Greenwich would three es
have been double the rent. Our new office in Childers Street has
the advantage of being both affordable and valuing. It looks shiny
and new, but if you look closely you can see we recycled nearly all
our old equipment and lots of our old furniture to keep costs down.

Open plan and
sociable design

When we first visited
Childers Street, it was a
shell. The vastness of the
space and the beauty of the
light inspired us to have a
new vision for what an office
could offer. Going open
plan makes the most of a
beautiful and airy space.
The relaxed café-style at
its centre is the heart of
the vision, open to all of us
at any time, a place to be
sociable or reflective.

More inclusive, more
collaborative, greater
openness

As Andreja who works in
the employment pool said,
“We are all together like
one big family in the open
space” and no-one has their
own office. It means that
paid and employment pool
staff, volunteers, people we
support and visitors can
mix and mingle. No walls
separate managers from
front-line staff and no teams
operate behind closed
doors. What you see is what
you get. As we see more of
each other the opportunity
for chance conversations
which lead to fixes and good
ideas increases.

Better resources, more
valuing space
We have designed training
and meeting rooms to
provide more high quality
space and to be more
I
valuing of staff training and
development, and activities
for the people we support.
There are now two sizeable
training/meeting rooms
instead of one. They are airconditioned, well-equipped
and full of light.

As our Volunteers’ Week
event showed, Childers
Street is a fantastic space
for events and celebrations.
We can accommodate new
learning and group activities
and new projects for people
we support. If you are a
would-be partner or have
a connection to Three Cs,
come visit us. We’ll make
you tea and you’ll fit right in!
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Celebrating Success 2018

Very Impressive
People
Three Cs vision is of all of us living life to the full and being
valued by our communities. We achieve this by focusing on
support for ordinary living and social inclusion. As well as
being active and having control and choice over your life, this
means getting opportunities to work, learn and contribute as equal citizens. Because
the abilities of people with learning disabilities, autism and/or mental health challenges
are so often overlooked, since 2010 Three Cs has run Celebrating Success Events at
which people receive Independence and Community Awards. Below are the stories
of people who received awards from Gary Bourlet, co-founder of LDE, at Celebrating
Success 2018 for making a difference to their own lives and/or the lives of others.

Albert Turner –
You were born
on a…Friday!

Albert is very sociable. If you
tell him your birth date, he will
tell you instantly which day
you were born on. If you are
lucky, he will remember your
birthday and send you a card
in exchange for some of your
birthday cake. If you tell him
your address he will tell you all
the bus routes that come your
way. For years he has used
these gifts to make friends
and travel independently.
Never too old to learn,
Albert is proud that he has
recently learned to make
cash withdrawals at the bank
without staff support.

Andrew Meyer –
Seven years as a
Beneficiary Trustee

Andrew was the first
beneficiary trustee to be
recruited to the Board in
2011. He has led the way
on teaching Three Cs that
involving beneficiary trustees
at the highest level of planning
and decision-making really
works. Alongside his fellow
beneficiary trustees, he is an
equal member of the Board,
keeping us focused on the
point of Three Cs and not
afraid to speak out if he thinks
we are wrong or need to
improve.

Angus Andrews –
Energy and positive
outlook personified

Angus’s energy, positive
outlook and willingness to
be active makes a massive
difference to his own life and
the lives of others. Whether
it is tidying and cleaning up,
making his lunch, emptying
his bin, planting and watering
tomatoes, he sees daily tasks
as his responsibility. As well
as being a great host, he
enjoys being out and about in
the community, volunteering
at the local community centre,
swimming at the leisure
centre, Zumba, cycling in the
park, attending church on
Sundays.

Ben Logan –
Acting to teach Reach ,
Ben played the main
character Zac in a successful
short film – made by
Paradigm and sponsored by
Three Cs – which will help
providers up and down the
country improve the way
we support people to have
friends and relationships in
line with the Reach standards.
Ben took part in two days of
shooting and preparation, was
very patient with lots of takes,
and interacted well with the
crew and other actors. The
film is about supporting Zac’s
right to go to Gay Pride with
a friend, or boyfriend, of his
choice.
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Christine Ingram –
Wanted a job, got a job!
Christine’s progress on the
pathway to her dream of paid
employment in the catering
industry was first celebrated
back in 2013. Five years
later, she was back on stage
celebrating her paid job as
Floor Staff at the London and
Rye pub. As well as catering
skills and work essentials,
Christina had to learn to travel
independently to her new job.

Above: Christine on her
Employment Pathway in 2013
Below: Christine – and Gary
Bourlet, co-founder of LDE –
achieving her dream job in 2018

Lorna Ely –
Great advocate
for the talents of
disabled people

As well as holding down
a paid job, Lorna is a
I
passionate advocate
for people with learning
disabilities. As well as
planning meetings and
campaigns with the Social
Inclusion Task Force, she
was successfully voted
on to the Representative
Body of Learning Disability
England. Dedicated to
promoting what people
with learning disabilities can
achieve, she approached
the BBC Radio 4’s
Listening Project, a national
broadcast, to arrange a
chance to be recorded
talking about the barriers
and discrimination that she
and Becky face around
finding work as women
with learning disabilities.
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CJ Sharrier –
Role model for
embracing change

CJ could have let his
anxieties get in the
way but instead he
has
\ opened up his
mind to trying a whole
programme of new
things, including snooker
and multi-sports. He
is a great role model
for those of us who
are stuck, bored or too
scared to try new things.
Getting a volunteer to go
to the cinema with CJ on
Saturdays freed up paid
staff time to support him
with all those new and
exciting changes during
the week.

Eddie Smith –
Working hard and
\
staying well-connected

Eddie Smith is part of our paid
workforce and has been a
reliable and regular member
of Three Cs Employment
Pool at Head Office since
our Crossways Centre in Rye
Lane closed in 2015. As well
as three days of volunteering
helping the homeless over
Xmas, Eddie supports fellow
actors in the Acting Up group
and kindly participated in
research by Ipsos Mori which
helped us achieve funding
from the Big Lottery for our
Well Connected project. Eddie
is proof positive that keeping
active and well connected
helps you overcome personal
challenges and make a
difference to the lives of others.

Virginia Mitchell
– Tucking into
employment!

Virginia has been a regular
member of the Tuck Stop
team at the Mulberry Centre,
setting up, serving customers,
developing skills in display,
customer service and cash
handling. Inspired by the Work
it Out group, Virginia decided
she would like to try using the
skills she developed at the
Tuck Stop at another work
place. Helped to find a work
experience placement at the
Albany, the manager said that
Virginia is a really good worker
and that when she is more
experienced he would be
happy to offer her paid work.

Jane Owen – Life beyond
the day centre

When Jane moved into her
,
new home at Balfour Road,
she became interested in
exploring opportunities beyond
the day centre. After trying lots
of different things, she is now
volunteering in a community
centre in Walthamstow, a
coffee shop in Romford and an
outdoor activities centre in the
Essex countryside. She has also
joined a walking group, enrolled
in a college course and joined
a gym. Less shy now, Jane is
making contact with people
she meets, is more self-assured
in voicing her opinions and
is becoming more and more
independent as a person.

Hong Phan –
Transformational
change

Hong has both contributed
to and benefited from
transformational change
through active support and
social inclusion at our Dunton
Road service. Communicating
and achieving more of what
she wants inside and outside
her home, she now enjoys
Yoga, Aerobics, Boxercise,
visiting the Vietnamese
Centre, Vietnamese
restaurants, clothes
shopping, beauty treatments,
Aromatherapy, Reflexology,
listening to music, doing
Karaoke and playing table
tennis. She still finds time to
contribute when there are
things to be done such as
clearing or setting the table,
helping to prepare meals or
taking out the recycling.
Josephine Healy, Social Inclusion and Volunteers Manager, is
singled out for a Special Staff Award for Excellence by Jo Clare, CEO
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Volunteering
In a climate where budgets and resources throughout the
Social Care sector have been adversely affected by cuts,
providers are being consistently asked to do more for less.
The role of volunteers in complementing paid staff and supporting
people at Three Cs to live life to the full has become absolutely vital.
Since our volunteer programme began in 2012, over 190 people have
volunteered their time and skills to add immense value to the support
people get from Three Cs. Below are the stories of five volunteers
who have made a big difference to the lives of people we support.

Gentle Interactions

Laila Akabari, 25th
Anniversary Volunteering
Award winner, has been with
Three Cs for over four years
and is one of our longestserving volunteers. Her
reliability and dedication to
the people we support was
a huge help whilst we were
forming our new Lewisham
day opportunities service
and building the new staff
team, of which she is now
a key member. People we
support have really benefited
from her commitment and
her kind, patient and gentle
interactions, helping them
make the most out of the
activities they take part in
including art, music, dance
and pampering sessions.

Sharing love of music

Before she came to Three
Cs, Hannah studied music
at university and has worked
at a music charity bringing
music education to children
in Primary Schools. As a
volunteer befriender, she was
a natural match with Cheryl
who loves music, especially
Karaoke and Christmas
songs, which she sings all
year round.
Hannah visits Cheryl once
a month for singing or
instrument playing sessions
at Cheryl’s house. Sometimes
they take trips out, like the
time they went to watch an
orchestra rehearsal, which
Cheryl loved. Shared love of
music makes this a win-win
situation for both Cheryl and
Hannah, who has recently
been accepted onto a Music
Therapy course.

volu ers
nte
Enjoy getting out and about around London?
Do you have interests, skills and hobbies you
are keen to share?
Three Cs needs people to volunteer with adults with learning
disabilities and/or mental health challenges, helping people to
get involved with events and activities in their communities and
across London.

v

Our volunteer, Joanne, says it is win-win:
“If I can make someone else confident to go out, two people
are pleased and not just one”.
Your involvement will make a significant and positive difference
to people’s lives.
Call 020 8269 4340 or for a volunteer pack.

www.threecs.co.uk
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Getting people working

David receives his
award at the National
Maritime Museum from
Chair, Anusha Everson

'

David Askell won a Volunteering Award for his excellent work as a Supported Employment
Volunteer three days a week. He has developed great relationships and supported people
to achieve positive outcomes, including new CVs, job spotting and applying for and getting
jobs. He has helped improve the Employment Pool’s confidence and skills in customer
service, as well as supporting them to develop a system for researching work and
volunteering opportunities. He also helped seven volunteers settle into their roles at local
cafes, including St Mark’s Café, the Garden and Café van Gogh.
,
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Ant volunteers in
an administrative
role for our Social
Inclusion Team

Becky, Lorna with
volunteer, Michaela,
are going to the
Mulberry Hub to help
with their first forum
meeting and share
how things work at
,
the Task Force

Cinema
Buddies

CJ enjoys going
to see a film on
Saturday and
Zareen also enjoys
the movies. Zareen
was matched with
CJ so that she could
support him to go
out to the cinema at
the weekend. CJ says
that Shareen helps him
choose a film, buy a ticket
and squeeze mustard and
ketchup on his hotdog! CJ
was using his support hours
to do this but now that he
has been matched with a
Befriender he can use these
hours to do other things.

Long lasting
friendship

Mandy and
Tamsin rock
da house

Tamsin has been
volunteering as Mandy’s
befriender for almost five
years. During that time
they have built a lasting
friendship. They really
enjoy spending time with
each other either in the
house doing activities
like baking or getting
out and about into the
community, like a theatre
trip together to see the
musical ‘Motown’ or
going to the pub.

Limited Edition
Picture Disc

Live at the National Martime Museum
Thursday 28th June 2018
SIDE A
1. All Aboard?
2. Pimms O’Clock
3. Sea Food
4. Making a Splash
5. Rocking the Boat

All Aboard!
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Making a Splash
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Celebrating Success 2018

Gr8 Support
Awards 2018
At the Be Free Festival 2016, people with learning disabilities
started to communicate what they felt made for a great
Support Worker. After consultation with 350 people and
families, eight characteristics of great support were finally
distilled: Adventurous, Friendly, Encouraging, Supportive of
my loving, Connecting, Advocating, Respectful, Resourceful.
The Gr8 Support Movement was launched in Birmingham in
2017 and Three Cs was one of the founder members of the
movement. We decided that our staff recognition awards for
Celebrating Success 2018 would focus on the characteristics
of Gr8 Support. Below are the stories of the staff who, watched
by proud family and friends, received awards from Sally Warren
of Paradigm, leader of the Gr8 support Movement, at the
National Maritime Museum on 28th June 2018.

Adventurous:
Dolly Coker

Dolly focused on building
George’s strength and
confidence, encouraged
him to take risks and try
something new. George
has now been on cruises to
the Mediterranean and the
Fjords of Norway, a far cry
from holidays in Lowestoft
every year.

Friendly:
Tuni James

Tuni’s warmth, genuine
interest, caring attitude and
enthusiasm are contagious
and she really can brighten
up a day. People we support
always seek her out; Monica,
Pauline and Lisa even chat to
Tuni by video call when she is
working elsewhere.

Encouraging:
Leahtisha Marney

Leahtisha sees that part
of encouraging people is
giving the right amount
of support and not over
supporting. When she helps
people to learn new things,
she gives extra support
and encouragement at the
start, but knows when to
step back. She also gives
people praise for achieving
milestones along the way.

The 8 qualities
that make a Gr8
Support Worker
as decided by
over 350 people
with learning
disabilities and
their families:

#Dw:...,.aatng
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Supportive of my
loving: Aishat Sanni

Aishat planned a blind date
for Albert, whose dream it was
to find a girlfriend. Creative
and person-centred in her
thinking, she collaborated
with others to give Albert the
opportunity to meet someone
and keep the relationship
going. He is over the moon!

Connecting:
Kehinde Awoyemi

Brian wanted to work with
his sister at Wetherspoons
pub. Kehinde worked with
Brian, the social inclusion
team and others to help him
to apply, get the job and do
the induction training. She
is also helping him to build
a good relationship with the
manager at the pub and Brian
is enjoying every moment of
his new job.

Advocating:
Tom Acres

Tom has been instrumental in
helping to drive and shape the
Well Connected Programme,
supporting 39 people to
improve mental well-being
by staying well-connected –
with each other, with health
and other services. Tom has
encouraged participants to
develop leadership skills
so that they can run their
own forum and organise
social events and trips
independently.

Resourceful:
Olu Ore

I

Olu is resourceful and
creative, helping N to do more
for himself during the day
to free up support to go to
nightclubs, and achieve some
of his big goals like making
friends and finding a girlfriend.
Olu helped N get the credit
history and phone line he
needed for the internet so that
he can use internet dating
sites and keep in touch with
new friends.
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Intuitively respectful of
people’s abilities and
potential, Claudia has been a
great advocate for P, sticking
by him in even the most
difficult times. Gentle, kind,
positive and encouraging,
Claudia is respectful of P’s
wishes and choices but still
manages to win him over
and persuade him to do an
activity, no matter how low he
is feeling.

Gr8 Support Individual
Award: Teerachai
Thobumrung (Yaun)

.,

Yaun eptomises Gr8 support.
He is sunny, friendly and
always wants to spend
time with people. He is
adventurous and always
supporting people to try new
things. His approach is “Hey,
we are going bowling, why
don’t you come along, give
it a go, see if you like it”?
He advocates strongly for
people, like the time he felt
someone was not getting
enough support in hospital.
He is respectful of difference
and adapts his approach –
chatty and enthusiastic with
some, quieter and gentler with
others.

25th Anniversary Edition
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The Gr8 Support Movement
Connecting support workers
across the UK to be the Gr8 Support
Workers of today and tomorrow.
Why not connect your teams with
this fast growing Movement?
Inspiration, peer-to-peer support
and learning for your support
workers, some of the most important
people in our workforce.
Creative and
challenging

Inspiring
Real
Refreshing

Gr8 SUPPORT MEMBERS

Contact us to find out how to sign up:
Gr8Support@paradigm-uk.org
Call Sally Warren 020 8870 843
www.paradigm-uk.org

Gr8 Support Team Award:
Karl Moore, Juliet Mulema-Ssali,
Rachel Kusimo, Christine Mpeke, Selma Martin,
Mary Asantewaah, Fabian Karawusa,
Evelyn Olajide
New manager, Karl, and the team at Dunton Road
transformed this mental health residential care service from
failing institution to vibrant, personalised home for seven
people based on the principles of active support and social
inclusion. Levels of activity have increased exponentially,
including many voting in the 2017 elections and everyone
planning goals and celebrating achievements. A team once
described as too stuck to change are now highly motivated,
getting involved and putting forward ideas for improvement.
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Innovation

Well Connected
When mental health service users in Southwark were consulted
by Blackfriars Settlement and via Three Cs What We Want
research (St Hilaire 2014) common themes included: safe and
welcoming places for people to come together, opportunities
for socialising and supporting each other, a chance to learn
and use new skills and knowledge, a chance to volunteer and
contribute to the wider community.
When draconian cuts in day services hit, threatening to destroy
these aspirations, and along with them the connections and support
networks people in mental health services had built up over many
years, Blackfriars Settlement and Three Cs collaborated to fill the gap
with the Well Connected programme. Funded by the Big Lottery, and
now in its second year of operation, it has been hugely successful.

Well Connected –
knowledge and skills

Eliza, aka the Energy Doctor,
spoke with Well Connected
forum members about how
to save money and keep
Well connected for
warm and well during the
positive mental
winter months. Computer
well-being
workshops supported
\
Based on what mental health people to learn basic
users originally said they
computer skills like using
wanted, and augmented
a mouse, opening, closing
with research by Ipsos
and saving documents,
Mori, the Well Connected
word processing and using
programme was designed
the internet and email.
to improve people’s mental
health and well-being. The
programme supports people
to connect to friends old and
new, take part in a range of
creative, leisure and learning
activities, and get support
if they become unwell. It
provides opportunities for
people to contribute their
time and skills in paid and
unpaid roles, as well as to
learn through volunteering.

What We Want:
To support positive me
well-being in Southwa ntal
rk
Sheona St Hilaire

What We Want: To support

positive mental well-being

in Southwark – Sheona

St Hilaire

1

,

Well connected –
training and jobs

Five members of the Well
Connected programme get
regular paid work as part
of Three Cs Employment
Pool including work on
Well-connected –
reception, administration,
Making a contribution
facilities and on keeping our
Well Connected members
MaxOut app up-to-date.
David, Judith and Lorraine
put their acting skills to good Our Supported Employment
volunteer is on hand to help
use and helped Three Cs
people research volunteer
make a film for a funding
and job opportunities, and
venture for a joint project
our Job Coach to apply,
with Café Van Gogh and the
Cherry Tree Project. Christine, get and maintain a job. The
Community Connector plays
Andreja and Thi took part
a key role in connecting
in the Customer Journey
,
people with people and
Team helping Three Cs to
opportunities to turn their
learn from complaints and
work aspirations into reality.
improve our support. Judith
and Richard won awards at
Well Connected –
Celebrating Success 2018 for
Cherry Tree Project
their contributions to keeping
This group meet weekly at Friern
people well connected.
Road Allotment and get their
Eddie, who volunteered again hands dirty with weeding,
seeding, watering and cleaning.
at Christmas with homeless
They hosted a harvest barbeque
charity Crisis, summed up
for members of the Well
what it feels like to give
Connected Programme, inviting
back “I would love to do it
again, I feel like I’ve achieved other allotment holders. One
group member said, “Gardening
something and feel like I’ve
contributed to the community. is very therapeutic. It has
changed me tremendously. I
It’s good to give back
have become more relaxed with
because I am so grateful for
all the help and support I have situations that used to make me
had from people in the past.” depressed and anxious.”

25th Anniversary Edition

Acting Up

present

The Princess
and The Red Dragon
Lor
em

A short performance by
Acting Up Drama Group

Southwark Playhouse
77-85 Newington Causeway
London SE1 6BD
Monday 12 November, 1pm

Well Connected –
Acting Up Drama Group
The Acting Up drama
group is run by professional
Theatre Facilitator and
Director, Jen Camillin. The
group explore themes that
matter to them, including
thought-provoking material
about the stigma of
mental health problems.
Participants say that
making drama in a relaxed
and creative atmosphere
makes them feel more
positive, more outgoing
and confident and that “It’s
such a good laugh it always
makes me feel better.”
The group give public
performances of their work
in places like the National
Maritime Museum and
Southwark Playhouse with
opportunities to take part
both on and off the stage.

Actor
“We was discussing
the kind of thing that a lot of
people would keep hidden…
as if to say, wait a minute, if
you can relate to this you can
talk to somebody”

Audience
“The performance
has a resounding
~
positive message –
with the right tools and
advice you can control and
manage your dragons”

Project 17

News at Three
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Law S)un'hllue
Hlah
••
••
•• The dream: No more getting bogged down in paper work.
••
•• Trashing all wasteful activity. Releasing time for the job; spending
••
•• your days supporting people to lead exciting and satisfying lives.
••
••
•• The reality: Managers
method designed to restore
The future: Feedback from
••
•• should heed the phrase ‘just human value in systems. Its staff is very promising
•• a tick box exercise’. That
aim is to reduce waste and
“Project 17 could be brilliant
•• is staff telling you that they
release time for support.
••
here and change the culture.
It is based on the Kaizen
•• see no value in the thing
It makes us more efficient
•• you have asked them to do. principle ‘those who do the
but importantly gets my ideas
•• They may believe the task
job know best how the job
••
out there and means I feel
can be done’ and involves
•• is inauthentic and leads to
involved and listened to.”
•• nothing meaningful. They
staff from front-line to CEO.
•• may know this is more of
“Project 17 is making us more
••
Deliberately simple in
person-centred and more
•• their effort duplicated or
•• wasted. It is not a good idea design, it has at its centre a efficient, we all feel involved.”
human value matrix to assist
•• to rely on information or
••
the diagnostic process. It
In his Insights Assessment
•• data generated by staff who adapts concepts from the
Report June 2018, IIP
•• neither value nor believe in
fields of product innovation, Assessor Matthew Filbee
•• what you have asked them
••
process re-engineering,
wrote “Through Project
•• to do.
systems thinking and leading 17 and the service
I
••
•• The problem: All change at change. However, unlike its planning process there
•• Three Cs. We had our fair
cousins in more technical
are opportunities for staff
•• share of the work arounds,
fields, it speaks human and
to have a voice in change
••
you do not need a PhD to
and the future” and
•• shortcuts and informal
•• innovations generated
understand or apply it in
recommended that Project
•• by frustrated staff when
practice.
17 thinking be extended
••
•• processes and systems are The results: Two years into to an organisation-wide
•• not fit for purpose. On top
approach to continuous
Project 17, and Three Cs has
•• of that, we were suffering
improvement.
••
trashed 22 forms, templates,
•• from the wallpapering effect processes and reports. We
Our ultimate aim is to
•• of winning 16 services
have designed a Health
sweep into every corner of
•• previously owned by other
••
Action and Emergency
duplicate data, laborious
•• organisations each with their System which is leaner, safer or ill-designed process and
•• own unique paper mountain.
and fit-for-purpose, receiving clean it up. At every level,
•• We had to do something.
plaudits from our own staff
••
and in every role, we want
•• The fix: All systems and
and other health and care
to spend more of our time
••
supporting people to have
•• processes in human services professionals alike. We are
• should value all humans
currently revolutionising the
exciting and satisfying lives.

,;:~ Human Value
~~
in Systems

: involved, those who work
the processes and those
•• who benefit from them.
• Project 17 is a tool and

•i
•

way we approach personcentred planning and
introducing Project 17 in
infrastructure teams.

I
1

Keep

Improve

Replace

Delete
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Campaigns

Campaigning for rights…

Our Social Inclusion Team has been
creating the space and the resources
for people to self-organise, support
each other, self-advocate, get
involved in democracy, campaign and
lobby for change. The Speaking Out
Awards provide insight into people’s
achievements.

Task Force
Action Group
The Task Force Action
Group won a Speaking
Out Award at Celebrating
Success 2018 for a
letter writing campaign
to Chancellor, Philip
Hammond, demanding an
apology for what he said
about disabled people in
the workforce which gave
the impression they were
less productive.
The letter writers told him
about their own paid jobs
and how dedicated and

productive they were. They
said ”We have so many
barriers to face to get into
work in the first place we
don’t think that it is right for
you in your public position
to make such statements
as your words have a really
damaging impact on us.’

Well-Connected
Judith Fernandez and
Richard Woodward won
awards for their contribution
to supporting the WellConnected project and
promoting its mission, which
is to support people to be
well-connected for positive
mental wellbeing.
Helping set up the Cherry
Tree project at Friern Road
allotment, Judith has been a
part of the Well Connected
programme from its
beginning, giving generously
of her time, talents and

kindness to benefit others.
Richard is also kind, caring
and resourceful, regularly
reminding and supporting
others to attend the Well
Connected Forum. He
is also a member of the
Partnership Steering Group
which has a very important
job keeping the Well
Connected project on track
and accountable to the Big
Lottery which funds it.

Three Cs is a
proud founde
r
member
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…and change

Transforming
Care in South East
London
In 2017, Three Cs bid for and won a tender
to provide services and support to the
South East London Transforming Care
Partnership (SELTCP) forum in the OHSEL
boroughs of Bexley, Bromley, Greenwich,
Lambeth, Lewisham and Southwark. The
forum is made up of family members and
adults with lived experience of Assessment
and Treatment Units and in-patient
services, all on a mission to re-shape
services informed by their lived experience.
With support from Three Cs, whose staff have had input
from trauma experts Respond, the Forum is striving to
change for the better the lives of adults and children with
learning disabilities and/or autism who currently end up in
inappropriate services far from home. As forum member
Rosalind Luff says “We want to see more user and family
friendly services that support individuals at the earliest
possible point in order to prevent crisis”.

After the Winterbourne
View scandal hit in 2011,
it was the aspiration of
Transforming Care to
resettle 3000 plus people
in the community. Since
then, the death by neglect
of Connor Sparrowhawk in
2013 and the subsequent
revelation that Southern
Health investigated only
1% of deaths in Learning
Disabilities services (Mazars
2015) have, alongside other
preventable deaths and
abuse scandals, served
to highlight continuing
and fundamental health
inequalities and breaches of
human rights endemic in the
current system.
By August 2018, there were
still 2,500 people nationally
inappropriately placed in
the ATU and in-patient
system with, reportedly,
the biggest barriers being
new admission due to lack
of preventive and crisis
services and problems
resettling people due to
funding gateway difficulties
and insufficient community
resettlement solutions

Three Cs is confident that
key figures in SELTCP are
genuinely seeking progress
on barriers in their areas. As
well as influencing current
networks and attending the
SELTCP Strategic Board,
the Forum will produce a
report on Building the Right
Support informed by lived
experience with the aim of
directly influencing future
commissioning. This will
be augmented by further
research on what works and
what does not work based
on insights from interviews
of patients, and family
members of patients, in
ATUs and other settings.
Transforming Care is a
human rights and equality
challenge which can only be
met by supporting people
to have fulfilled ordinary
lives in the community and
reshaping local preventive
and treatment services to
make that possible. Three Cs
would take this opportunity
to thank all SELTCP
Forum members for their
determination to do all they
can to ensure that happens.
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Looking
back
2018 was a year of breakthroughs for
Three Cs. We achieved our first surplus
for nine years, designed and moved into
fantastic new offices in Deptford. We
achieved staff turnover of 12.4% which
is half the national average, and a job
satisfaction score of 88% despite cuts to
some terms and conditions the year before.
We achieved silver standard
(with gold streaks) in
our IIP assessment and
the assessor described
staff as dedicated and
committed, the organisation
as genuinely values-based
and leadership as authentic.
Project 17, an innovation
aimed at restoring human
value to systems, helped
us produce a leaner and
safer health action and
emergency planning system
to better support people’s
health and well-being.
In terms of advocacy and
campaigning, it has also
been a breakthrough year.
Increasing membership and
influence of the SELTCP
forum is set to bring lived
experience to shape future
commissioning under
Transforming Care in South
East London. People we
support from our Social
Inclusion Task Force are
developing and seeking
funding for a campaign
– See My Ability – which
is all about challenging
the stereotypes of people

with learning disabilities,
autism and mental health
challenges. In the best
possible way, it is all
going on.
I would take this
opportunity to thank the
Three Cs team – those we
support, their families, our
staff and volunteers, our
Chair and trustees – as
well as our partners and
funders for a fabulous year.
Partying at the National
Maritime Museum for
our 25th Anniversary and
Celebrating Success 2018
was the icing on a sweet,
rich Three Cs cake.

Chief Executive

EMT
Jo Clare
Angela Woodley
Stuart Ryland
Alison Love
Margaret Spiers

-·
• • • • • • • •

Trustees
Anusha Everson
Andrew Meyer
Brian Akintokun
Jeev Sahoo
Jim Collins
John Goodwin
Paul Craven
Sheona St Hilaire
Vijaya Panangipalli
Lisa Lye
Neville Pardi
Joanne Foakes
Caroline Dixon
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Looking
forward
2018 has certainly been a year to
remember and its success has set our
standard for 2019. Supporting individuals
to have control and choice about
their lives and become a part of their
community is an ambition that’s worth
the commitment of our beneficiaries,
staff, volunteers, and networks.
When we celebrated Three
Cs 25th anniversary, we
did it in a way that lived up
to our mission and values.
People are the foundation
of the dreams on which
we build; to push the
boundaries of what is ‘good
enough’ by recognising
our staff, volunteers, and
Three Cs’ community
for their achievements,
and celebrating with our
beneficiaries as equal
citizens is a wonderful
accomplishment. That’s the
attitude with which we will
approach 2019.
We also celebrated the
10th anniversary of our
CEO, Jo Clare. We bid
farewell to Ian Wilson our
lead Finance trustee after
9 years of service on our
Board. We welcomed new
beneficiary and independent
trustees Lisa Lye, Neville
Pardi, Caroline Dixon, and
Joanne Foakes. The right
ingredients to keep reaching
for our goals – continuity,
new ideas, and improving
how we do things.

In 2018, Three Cs financial
stability improved but there
is no place for complacency.
2019 brings the Brexit exit,
new challenges as local
authorities closely manage
the funding of contracts,
opportunities to make the
voices of those we serve
heard in places of influence,
meeting new legislation,
and addressing risks
identified during 2018 e.g.
General Data Protection
Regulations, cybercrime.
As we set out to do even
better in 2019, the things
that will mean the most
to us are the stories from
our beneficiaries and their
loved ones of how Three
Cs makes a difference in
helping them and society
to become more accessible.
Thank you for all we have
achieved in 2018 and
wishing much success
during 2019!

Chair of the Board
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Easy Read
Accounts
Where the money comes from

••

••
••
••

London Borough of Lewisham
London Borough of Southwark
London Borough of Redbridge
London Borough of Newham
London Borough of Greenwich
Other
Investment income
Personal Budgets

3,253,493
689,146
547,682
383,209
71,568
62,185
36,332
6,218

How we spent the money (in thousands of pounds)

••
••
••
••
•
Ins and Outs
2018

Support Staff
Management & Admin Staff
Office Costs
Premises
Social Inclusion & Support
Training & HR
Other
Depreciation
Grant making

2018
£’000s

2017
£’000s

I

Income
Support services
Housing management services
Social inclusion
Other income
Investment income

4,942
124
52
60
36

4,838
102
15
0
42

Total Income

5,216

5,008

Expenditure
Raising Funds
Support services
Housing management services
Social inclusion
Governance

38
4,829
89
85
37

32
4,814
80
87
2

Total Expenditure

5,078

5,015

Net Income
138	‐7
Change in value of investments	‐8
115
Movement in Reserves

3,773,417
474,108
322,163
280,224
108,830
76,030
34,251
9,692
0

130

108

Funds
General reserve
Designated funds
Revaluation reserve

2,291
1,682
351
249

2,161
1,705
197
256

Total Unrestricted Funds

2,282

2,158
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Comments

What people
say about
Three Cs
We have always talked
about wanting this to be
‘real’ and not tokenistic.
Something we could
collectively be proud of.
Sounds like you’ve pulled
it off.
Heather Hughes,
Lewisham Commissioner
re SELTCP forum
I found these two lovely
pictures on my phone.
They really say it all about
the care that A received
from your team. I will never
be able to thank you all
enough for that
Family member

Values are deeply
embedded and understood
by the Three Cs team ….
values are at the heart of
everything the organisation
does.
Matthew Filbee, Investors
in People Assessor

All in all I’m impressed with how your team have supported
B and his family over the last couple of years. Their insights
and record keeping have been much appreciated.
It’s been a pleasure working with you and the staff…I’m sure
we will again!
Ben Burke, Behavioural Specialist, Lewisham
Three Cs is the most
genuinely inclusive
organisation I’ve ever
worked for. So many
places I’ve worked claim
to be so, but they really
pale in comparison.

Because of your help, I
believe that our service
can, now, submit very
clear feedback to Social
Services which will help C
ensure that his views are
known and acted upon.

Employee leaving
Three Cs

Colin Finch, Lewisham
Speaking Up

I’ve learnt a lot from Three
Cs and your wonderful
inclusive approach.

You can really tell the
quality of the organisation
by the interactions of the
staff, and you have really
good staff. Values led, you
are on it.

My sister is very happy
there, staff are
professional
and caring, it
is a safe and
friendly place.

Jess Croll-Knight,
Horniman Museum

Susan Storrar,
INELTCP Lead

Family
member

Fantastic to see the Forum
in action… the papers
were clear, with easy
read versions available
…. the meetings are wellrun and well-chaired ….
Facilitative … inclusive …..
constructive.
Smriti Singh, SELTCP
Programme Manager

Campaigning for Equal Citizenship
for People with Learning Disabilities
Feedback from carers, family and
friends of people we support is vital
Date: Saturdays, Quarterly
Time: 12 – 2pm
Location: 82-84 Childers Street, Deptford SE8 5FS
for
Alliston: “Just a card to thank you
Feedback from family member Pat
in
held
ions
sary celebrat
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what a magnificent setting! Everyon
the National Maritime Museum selves
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y
y gear and were out to enjo
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and
up,
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to
and gave us all a chance
- It was a lovely relaxed atmosphere
and
ious
delic
t see that often. The food was
catch up, with people whom we don’
ing,
Pimms especially on such a hot even
the catering staff very helpful. The
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y
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and listening to the awards
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their
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e
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e
urag and friends
An event
forlycarers,
family
hard to enco
extreme
obvious that Three Cs staff work
so
s,
skill
r
lop thei
of people
Three Cs that
them to deveby
enablesupported
care, to growing confidence and to
contribute to the life of their
te in and
participa
Saturday
13th October wish
2018
each, in their own way, can Date:
es.”
to all! With all good
thank12you
– 2pm
community. Once again a bigTime:

Location: 82-84 Childers Street, Deptford SE8 5FS

Community Living Magazine
The quarterly magazine about learning disabilities

Community Living magazine campaigns for equal rights in every
aspect of life for people with learning disabilities and is published
by C.L. Initiatives Ltd, a small charity independent of any company
or organisation with support from Elfrida Society, Integrate (Preston
& Chorley), Linkability, Respond, Three Cs, Westminster Society
& Dept of social work University of Central Lancashire (UCLan).
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........
,..:.."":::".:;:-,
-..-

About?

Subscriptions

There are regular articles on community care
law, welfare rights and current research, with
comment, policy, commissioning, conference
reports, housing and good practice, and we
regularly publish interviews with people making
a name for themselves in the field.

Subscriptions start at £30pa but there are also
concessions for students, unwaged and unpaid
family carers. Subscribers get a printed magazine
but also web access to the current and archived
articles – see website for rates and open articles
https://www.cl-initiatives.co.uk/ or contact
the publisher rosecli@btinternet.com or
01257/270430

IN THESE TIMES OF CUTS AND AUSTERITY, WE NEED GOOD INFORMATION MORE THAN
EVER AND COMMUNITY LIVING PROVIDES THIS AND LINKS INTO OTHER NETWORKS TOO

We are a friendly organisation. Contact us: Three Cs 82-84 Childers Street, Deptford, London SE8 5FS
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020 8269 4340

info@threecs.co.uk

An event for carers, family and friends
of people supported by Three Cs
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